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A Free Project Sheet From

Finished Panel Quilt Size: 48½" x 55½"
Finished Pieced Quilt Size: 53½" x 62¾"



6022-22
Pink Printed Panel

6024-22
Pink Printed Stripe

6022-33
Brown Printed Panel

6023-33
Yellow Animals

6023-22
Pink Animals

6025-22
Pink Large Dot

6024-33
Brown Printed Stripe

6029-22
Pink Small Dot

6028-33
Brown Giraffe

6028-22
Pink Giraffe

6029-33
Brown Small Dot

6026-66
Green Check

6026-33
Yellow Check

6025-33
Brown Large Dot

6027-33
Brown Camo Print

6027-22
Pink Camo Print



1 yard  Pink Printed Panel  6022-22      
        (one full panel)
⅞ yard  Pink Animals   6023-22
¾ yard  Green Check       6026-66
      (includes binding)
⅝ yard  Pink Giraffe   6028-22
¼ yard  Pink Dot   6029-22
3¾ yards  Pink Animals                6023-22
      (for quilt backing/
   two horizontal panels)

Materials for the Pink Panel Quilt

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Panel Quilt

From the printed panel, cut:
    (1) piece 34½" x 41½" with the printed motifs
 centered in both directions.
From the pink OR yellow animals, cut:
    (5) 4¾" strips. 
From the green check, cut:
    (1) 3" strip. Recut into (4) 3" x 3" squares. Cut each
 square in half on one diagonal to make (2)
 triangles. From the unused portion of this
 strip, cut (8) 2" x 2" squares.
   (6) 2¼" strips for the binding.
   (1) 1½" strip. 
From the giraffe print, cut:
    (9) 2" strips. 
From the dot, cut:
    (1) 3" strip. Recut into (4) 3" x 3" squares. Cut each
 square in half on one diagonal to make (2)
 triangles. 
   (2) 1½" strip. 

Sewing Instructions for the Panel Quilt
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 
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1 yard  Brown Printed Panel  6022-33      
           (one full panel)
⅞ yard  Yellow Animals   6023-33
¾ yard  Green Check       6026-66
      (includes binding)
⅝ yard  Brown Giraffe   6028-33
¼ yard  Brown Dot   6029-33
3¾ yards  Yellow Animals              6023-33
      (for quilt backing/
   two horizontal panels)

Materials for the Brown Panel Quilt

1. Trim (2) 2" giraffe print strips to 41½". Stitch these strips to 
the left and right sides of the trimmed panel. Trim (2) 2" giraffe 
print strips to 34½" Stitch 2" green check squares to each end 
of each 2" x 34½" giraffe print strip. Sew these pieced borders to 
the top and bottom of the trimmed panel.

2. Trim the selvages from (3) 4¾" pink OR yellow animals strips. 
Sew the strips together end to end to make a long 4¾" strip. 
From this long strip, cut (2) 44½" lengths (if your measurements 
are different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch these lengths to the 
left and right sides of the quilt top.

3. Sewing lengthwise, stitch 1½" dot strips to each long side of 
a 1½" green check strip to yield a 3½" high strip set. From this 
strip set, cut (4) 3½" wide segments.

4. Stitch 3" green check triangles to opposite corners of a strip 
set segment from step 3, noting orientation. Stitch 3" dot 
triangles to the remaining corners of the strip set segment to 
make (1) corner block. Repeat to make a total of (4) corner 
blocks.

5. Trim the remaining (2) 4¾" pink OR yellow animals strips to 
37½" (if your measurements are different, cut to f it your quilt top). 
Stitch corner blocks from step 4 to each end of both trimmed 
animals strips, noting orientation. Sew these pieced borders to 
the top and bottom of the quilt top.

6. Trim the selvages from the (5) remaining 2" giraffe print 
strips. Sew the strips together end to end to make a long 2" 
strip. From this long strip, cut (2) 53" and (2) 46" lengths (if 
your measurements are different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch the 
longer lengths to the left and right sides of the quilt top. Sew 
2" green check squares to each end of both shorter lengths. Sew 
these pieced borders to the top and bottom to complete the quilt 
top.

7. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and backing and 
quilt as desired.

8. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" green check strips.
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1¼ yards  Printed Stripe      6024-22 
⅞ yard  Pink Large Dot       6025-22
1⅛ yards  Green Check   6026-66
       (includes binding)
1⅛ yards  Pink Giraffe   6028-22
⅝ yard  Pink Small Dot   6029-22
3¾ yards  Pink Animals                6023-22
       (for quilt backing/two horizontal panels)

Materials for the Pink Pieced Quilt

Please note: except for the printed stripe, all strips are cut
across the width of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Pieced Quilt

From the printed stripe, cut:
    (4) lengthwise strips 6½" x 38½" with an animal motif stripe
 centered in each cut strip.
From the large dot, cut:
    (5) 5¼" strips.   
From the green check, cut:
    (3) 3¼" strips. Recut into (28) 3¼" x 3¼" squares. Cut
 each square in half on one diagonal to make
 (2) triangles. 
    (6) 2¼" strips for the binding.
   (6) 1⅝" strips.
From the giraffe print, cut:
    (17) 2" strips. 
From the small dot, cut:
     (3) 3¼" strips. Recut into (28) 3¼" x 3¼" squares. Cut
 each square in half on one diagonal to make
 (2) triangles. 
    (3) 1⅝" strips.

Sewing Instructions for the Pieced Quilt
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 

1. Sewing lengthwise, stitch 1⅝" green check strips to each long 
side of a 1⅝" small dot strip to make a 3⅞" high strip set. Repeat 
to make a total of (3) strip sets. From these strip sets, cut a total 
of (28) 3⅞" wide segments.

2. Stitch 3¼" green check triangles to opposite sides of a strip 
set segment from step 1, noting orientation. Stitch 3¼" small 
dot triangles to the remaining corners to complete (1) block 
measuring 5¼" x 5¼" from raw edge to raw edge. Repeat this 
procedure to make a total of (28) blocks.

3. Stitch together (8) blocks, side by side, to make (1) 
5¼" x 38½" block row, noting orientation of all blocks. Repeat to 
make a total of (3) block rows.

4. Trim (6) 2" giraffe print strips to 38½" long. Stitch a trimmed 
strip to both long sides of each block row.

5. Using the quilts pictured on the cover as a guide, stitch 
together the block rows and printed stripe strips, alternating 
the two types of units and noting orientation of each unit, to 
complete the quilt center.

6. Trim the selvages from the remaining (11) 2" giraffe print 
strips. Sew the strips together end to end to make a long 2" strip. 
From this long strip, cut (2) 47¾" and (2) 41½" lengths (if your 
measurements are different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch the 
longer lengths to the left and right sides of the quilt top. Sew the 
shorter lengths to the top and bottom.

7. Trim the selvages from the 5¼" large dot strips. Sew the strips 
together end to end to make a long 5¼" strip. From this long 
strip, cut (2) 50¾" and (2) 41½" lengths (if your measurements are 
different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch the longer lengths to the 
left and right sides of the quilt top. Stitch blocks from step 2 to 
each end of both of the shorter lengths, noting orientation of the 
blocks. Sew these pieced borders to the top and bottom of the 
quilt top.

8. From the unused portion of the long 2" giraffe print strip 
made in step 6, cut (2) 60¼" and (2) 54" lengths (if your 
measurements are different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch the 
longer lengths to the left and right sides of the quilt top. Sew the 
shorter lengths to the top and bottom.

9. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and backing and 
quilt as desired.

10. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" green check strips.

1¼ yards  Printed Stripe      6024-33
⅞ yard  Brown Large Dot       6025-33
1⅛ yards  Green Check   6026-66
       (includes binding)
1⅛ yards  Brown Giraffe   6028-33
⅝ yard  Brown Small Dot   6029-33
3¾ yards  Yellow Animals                6023-33
       (for quilt backing/two horizontal panels)

Materials for the Brown Pieced Quilt


